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Coalition Webpage, Events and Newsletter

The CAPE Website hosts a dedicated webpage for the Coalition which contains information regarding members, updates regarding the Coalition’s activities, as well as key documents including the Helsinki Principles.

Upcoming Coalition/CAPE events are prominently featured on CAPE’s website under its Events section.

CAPE provides updates regarding Coalition-related news and activities through its Quarterly newsletter (latest version – May 2019). Members can subscribe to CAPE’s mailing list as indicated (located at the bottom of the homepage).

Suggestions to improve the Coalition webpage, updates regarding Coalition-related events, and the newsletter?
The CAPE Website’s Knowledge Center is continually updated with news, publications, and media on relevant focus areas including Fiscal Instruments for Climate Policy, Public Financial Management, and Climate Change Fiscal Risk Assessments etc.

With the support of Coalition members and institutional partners, we can develop a network of information sharing using the Knowledge Center to be a one-stop shop for all relevant knowledge updates.

Suggestions to improve knowledge sharing/create a network for information sharing?
CAPE Secretariat Website
Member Login

Coalition members can create an account to log in to the CAPE website.

With a focus on the Coalition’s activities, CAPE is in the process of adding features to the member login page which will make it more conducive to knowledge sharing and will facilitate workflow.

Potential ideas include:
• Blogger Access
• Chatroom Access
• Knowledge Center Access
• Alerts on any upcoming events, publications, additions to the website.

What features would you like to add to the Member login?
Other Tools/Ideas for the Coalition

Roster of Climate Change-Related Events/Activities

The CAPE Secretariat is willing to work on compiling and maintaining a roster of events and activities (relevant to the Coalition and Helsinki Principles) hosted by other Institutional partners and share this with Coalition members through its website and newsletters.

Suggestions to make information sharing more efficient?

Webinars and Virtual Meetings

Webinars and virtual meetings will:

- Make knowledge sharing within the Coalition more efficient
- Help reduce the carbon footprint of the Coalition’s activities.

Other Ideas?

- E-learning
- Chat Rooms for the Coalition